Introduction
============

Chronic hepatitis C affects \~70 million people worldwide, representing one of the leading causes of liver-related death, hepatocellular carcinoma, and liver transplantation.[@b1-hmer-10-013] The pathophysiological mechanism leading to such outcomes is sustained inflammation followed by progressive fibrosis and, ultimately, the vascular and architectural alterations of cirrhosis. Prompt diagnosis and management of advanced stages of fibrosis can prevent complications and death; however, optimal risk stratification is essential to avoid unnecessary and potentially wasteful resource allocation.

Liver fibrosis and inflammation in chronic hepatitis C are dynamic processes. Chronic hepatocellular damage, whether from direct cytophathic effect or through immunologic response, leads to hepatic stellate cell activation and alterations in extracellular matrix synthesis and degradation, including deposition of fibrillar collagen. In the normal liver, hepatic stellate cells are located in the space of Disse and store vitamin A. As chronic inflammation ensues, epigenetic phenomena partially initiated by platelet-derived growth factor secreted by Kupffer cells (and also by activation from other recruited immunological effectors such as T lymphocytes) lead to transdifferentiation into myofibroblast-like structures with inflammatory signaling, contractile, and fibrogenic properties migrating to specific sites of injury and repair, upregulating deposition and inhibiting degradation of extracellular matrix components.[@b2-hmer-10-013],[@b3-hmer-10-013]

Histologically, fibrosis in chronic viral hepatitis starts within the portal tracts and spreads outward. As inflammation and persistent cell damage progress, the limiting plate is eroded and both hepatocyte death and fibrous scaring proceed permeating the adjoining parenchyma, usually through acinar region 1 and, in time, establishing fibrous septa between adjoining portal tracts or, less frequently, between a portal tract and a central vein. With more expansion of fibrous septa, hepatocytes become encompassed by septa and, eventually, begin to exhibit the disorganized regenerative nodular aspect of cirrhosis. In fact, instead of representing a static and inactive "scar", fibrous septa are also continuously changing. Early in the course of histological cirrhosis, septa are strongly infiltrated by mononuclear inflammatory cells and exhibit relatively thin fibrous content compared with larger regenerative hepatocyte nodules. Later, however, they become much thicker and less cellular, with neovascularization and micro porto-portal and porto-central shunting, as well as pronouncedly atrophic regenerative nodules.[@b4-hmer-10-013]

Faced with such diverse and dynamic processes, accurate staging presents a considerable challenge. Traditionally regarded as the gold standard, histological analysis through liver biopsy is not innocuous. More than that, it is subject to both observer- and sample-related biases and considerable variability. In the past two decades, different noninvasive approaches have been proposed and evaluated for liver fibrosis staging with sometimes conflicting reports on diagnostic accuracy and reproducibility. Several technical and patient characteristics affect the performance of different tests in different ways, as well as special patient populations with specific considerations.

Further, transitioning from an era when interferon was a therapeutic cornerstone, with discouraging chances of success and mounting adverse effects, to a period of directly acting antivirals offering both very high chances of sustained virologic response (SVR) and excellent safety profile, liver fibrosis staging as a triage for treatment indication may no longer be as pivotal as once believed.[@b5-hmer-10-013]--[@b7-hmer-10-013] Rather, recognizing advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis for comprehensive preventative and management strategies as well as tailoring treatment regimens may be much more important. Finally, such optimistic therapeutic scenario raises the issue of potential fibrosis regression across different levels and patient populations, as well as prognostic implications of fibrosis dynamics in patients after experiencing SVR.

Such topics will be reviewed in the following sections in light of current evidence and from a critical standpoint with emphasis on unresolved issues and their impact in CHC management.

Fibrosis staging: What to search for and why?
---------------------------------------------

Pivotal studies have demonstrated long ago that fibrosis extending beyond portal spaces with few septa (corresponding to METAVIR level F2 and, more recently, referred to as significant fibrosis) is associated with some increase in risk of progression to cirrhosis.[@b8-hmer-10-013]--[@b11-hmer-10-013] Conversely, it was assumed that patients in whom fibrosis was either absent or confined to porta spaces were, therefore, in relatively low risk of disease progression.

Interferon-based therapies resulted in adverse events in \>60% of patients, including flu-like symptoms, hemato-logical, endocrine, and psychiatric manifestations, in some cases with considerable morbidity and, therefore, had several contraindications. Chances of SVR were, overall, \<50% after up to 72 weeks of therapy.[@b12-hmer-10-013] In face of these safety and effectiveness issues, fibrosis staging guided treatment indication on the basis of unfavorable risk-to-benefit ratio. For those with METAVIR F\<2, low risk of progression deemed interferon-based therapy unjustifiable and they were advised to wait for future safer treatments.

In that setting, precise discrimination between adjacent levels of fibrosis (namely, F0, F1, and F2) was considered to be paramount for prompt treatment indication. This was largely based on the notion that fibrosis extending beyond portal spaces indicated an "active state" of chronic hepatitis C rather than a more benign inactive stage comprising META-VIR levels F0 or F1. Such a notion, however, was highly inferential and based on studies with small sample sizes, short follow-up intervals, and other methodological issues. More recently, however, larger cohorts have provided strong association between chronic hepatitis C, irrespective of fibrosis stage, and increased risk of cardio and cerebrovascular events, among other non-liver-related morbidities as well as overall mortality compared with the general population.[@b13-hmer-10-013]--[@b15-hmer-10-013]

Directly acting antivirals have changed the landscape of CHC therapy, with SVR rates well over 90% and remarkably favorable safety profiles.[@b16-hmer-10-013] Now, attributing risk-to-benefit ratios to most patient populations makes treatment contraindications few and scattered. Fibrosis staging to diagnose significant fibrosis (METAVIR F≥2), and sometimes, advanced fibrosis (METAVIR F≥3), continues to be used, however, to stratify risk mainly for population-level cost considerations in resource-limited settings.

If the diagnosis of significant fibrosis may have become somewhat superfluous in the current DAA-based therapy background, advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis continue to play a crucial role in CHC management. In terms of therapy tailoring, patients with cirrhosis have higher chances of achieving SVR with longer treatment durations and/or with the addition of ribavirin.[@b17-hmer-10-013] Furthermore, it remains imperative to initiate screening strategies for hepatocellular carcinoma and clinically significant manifestations of portal hypertension in the cirrhotic population. In terms of treatment prioritization, longitudinal studies have shown that patients with advanced fibrosis and, especially, patients who have increasing results in annual follow-up are at increased risk of disease progression and death and, therefore, would benefit from prompt treatment initiation.[@b18-hmer-10-013]

As previously mentioned, cirrhosis is also dynamic in nature, and noninvasive testing, mainly elastography, has been shown to correlate well with risk of complications, including portal hypertension, variceal bleeding, hepatocellular carcinoma, and liver-related mortality. In this sense, recognizing different levels of fibrosis in the cirrhotic patient may be more useful both in clinical practice and in scientific research than differentiating between patients with absent or mild fibrosis and those with significant fibrosis which, in itself, has proven challenging for all fibrosis staging modalities, including histological analysis.

In the future, as DAA-based therapies become more accessible, diagnostic striving for accurate staging of patients with significant fibrosis tends to shift toward a more refined and detailed approach of the advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis population, with stronger risk stratification based on longitudinal variation of quantitative markers (such as liver stiffness), not limited to pretreatment evaluation, but going well beyond into the post-SVR period and lifelong patient management strategies.

Liver biopsy: looking closer at the gold standard
-------------------------------------------------

Histological assessment of liver biopsy fragments has long been considered the gold standard for fibrosis and necroinflammation in chronic hepatitis C. The invasive nature of the procedure, however, can be an inconvenient and, sometimes, prohibitive, with up to 6% rate of overall complications (75% of these patients reported persistent moderate to severe pain and 33% of cases presented with excessive bleeding requiring prolonged hospital observation and/or surgical intervention) and 0.03% risk of death. Coagulopathy, represented by low platelets or prolonged coagulation times, is an independent risk factor for adverse events.[@b19-hmer-10-013]

Furthermore, variability is a known and important issue for histological assessment, potentially compromising diagnostic performance. Percutaneous biopsy fragments represent about 1/50,000 of the liver, being considered acceptable with \>15 mm in length and optimal with \>25 mm in length. Sampling variability between fragments taken from the left and right occurred in 33% of cases (9.7% of which were classified as F0--F2 in one lobe and F3--F4 in the other).[@b20-hmer-10-013],[@b21-hmer-10-013]

Observer-related issues are also common. The same liver biopsy fragment shown in different times to the same pathologist received different fibrosis staging in 25% of cases, and interobserver disagreement has been reported to be as high as 49%. In 83% of cases where two blinded pathologists disagreed, fibrosis was understaged, one-third of which represented patients with advanced fibrosis (F3) who were erroneously classified as having mild or absent fibrosis (F1 or F0).[@b22-hmer-10-013],[@b23-hmer-10-013] When histological assessment was compared to digital morphometric collagen quantification in liver biopsy samples of different lengths, estimated area under receiver operating characteristic (AUROCs) for pathologist-based examination for adjacent METAVIR stages (F1 vs F0, F2 vs F1, and F3 vs F2) were, respectively, 0.56, 0.55, and 0.64 (for biopsy fragments of at least 15 mm) and 0.56, 0.55, and 0.67 (for optimal fragments of at least 25 mm in length).[@b24-hmer-10-013] Overall, diagnostic accuracy of histological evaluation was poorer in differentiating intermediate fibrosis stages and no significant improvement was observed among different levels of pathologist experience.

In terms of using histological analysis as a gold standard for diagnostic performance evaluation of comparator tests, an interesting mathematical model was proposed where AUROCs for any test compared to liver biopsy would be significantly influenced by the gold standard limitations and, for any scenario in which the sensitivity and specificity for histological analysis are \<90%, it would be mathematically impossible for any comparator to be correctly evaluated, and this shows its true diagnostic potential.[@b25-hmer-10-013] Notwithstanding, conventional histological assessment of liver biopsy is a time-honored method for evaluating liver disease, has been extensively validated, and is capable of providing key information regarding inflammation, possible comorbid pathological processes, fibrosis distribution, and deposits (such as iron and biliary pigments) as well as assessing important architectural information. In this sense, although limited in terms of variability and its invasive nature, liver biopsy remains an invaluable diagnostic tool in selected cases, as opposed to the previously almost universal method of choice as the initial test for fibrosis staging.

Digital morphometric analysis of liver biopsy fragments may provide an objective alternative, allowing for a broader and more detailed quantification of liver fibrosis correlating well with liver-related outcomes, including the recently proposed subclassifications of cirrhosis. Image acquisition is relatively simple with common microscopy equipment, and automated digital systems are available for image processing and collagen proportionate area quantification ([Figure 1](#f1-hmer-10-013){ref-type="fig"}).[@b26-hmer-10-013]--[@b29-hmer-10-013]

Noninvasive tests -- biomarkers: from routine to research
---------------------------------------------------------

Different biomarkers have been associated with liver fibrosis. Some of them are "direct" as they are directly involved in extracellular matrix accumulation, whereas others are referred to as "indirect" for representing epiphenomena associated with the fibrogenic process as well as non-liver-specific inflammation.

Almost universally present in routine biochemical evaluation of liver diseases, aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) intracellular enzymes are released into serum as hepatocellular damage occurs. They are, nonetheless, present in other tissues and, therefore, isolated serum levels do not correlate perfectly with the extent of tissue injury. AST/ALT ratio, however, has been associated with advancing fibrosis soon after each individual marker was described in the 1950s. In chronic viral hepatitis, ALT levels usually rise disproportionately to AST, leading to AST/ALT ratio \<1.0, and as fibrosis progresses, AST elevation becomes more pronounced and AST/ALT ratio becomes \>1.0 and is directly proportional to advanced liver fibrosis and cirrhosis. In most studies, it is performed better in ruling out cirrhosis than for a positive diagnosis. Performance in lower levels of fibrosis has not been established.[@b30-hmer-10-013]--[@b35-hmer-10-013]

Also somewhat ubiquitous in routine laboratory testing, total platelet counts have been inversely correlated with advancing liver fibrosis. Several pathological mechanisms lead to lower platelet counts in patients with progressive liver fibrosis, including immune-mediated peripheral platelet destruction, inhibition of marrow production from diminished hepatic synthesis of growth factors, and increased spleen sequestering activity.[@b36-hmer-10-013] At a threshold of 140, platelet count had specificity \>90% significant fibrosis and \>85% for cirrhosis.[@b37-hmer-10-013]

Thus, AST to platelet ratio index (APRI) was proposed as an accessible biomarker score for predicting liver fibrosis comprising routinely obtained components. It has been extensively evaluated for diagnostic performance, consistently exhibiting stronger positive diagnostic likelihood in advanced fibrosis and, especially, in cirrhosis. With optimal dual cutoff sensitivity for significant fibrosis if \<75%.[@b38-hmer-10-013]--[@b40-hmer-10-013] Other scores using similar components have been proposed, such as Fib4 (using ALT and age as well as AST and platelets, and having been initially validated also with a dual cutoff in the HIV/hepatitis C virus \[HCV\]-coinfected population)[@b41-hmer-10-013] and Forn's index (which includes total cholesterol as one of its components, along with gamma-glutamyltransferase, age, platelets, and prothrombin time and demonstrated a 0.81 AUROC for significant fibrosis), among others ([Table 1](#t1-hmer-10-013){ref-type="table"}).[@b42-hmer-10-013]

Other indirect biomarkers for liver fibrosis have been evaluated in logistic regressions. Among them, alpha-2-macroglobulin, haptoglobin, hyaluronic acid, apolipoproteins (and, also, total cholesterol), gamma glutamyl transferase, and total bilirubin were most strongly associated with different fibrosis stages and, therefore, were compiled in proprietary scores such as Fibrotest^®^, Fibrometer^®^, and Hepascore^®^. Alpha-2-macroglobulin is the best isolated predictor of liver fibrosis, and hyaluronic acid can be considered, in itself, a direct marker of fibrosis, being an integral part of extracellular matrix composition and accumulation. In general, individual tests also consistently performed best in advanced fibrosis/cirrhosis than in significant fibrosis. However, diagnostic accuracy in significant fibrosis discrimination has been greater than that observed for APRI or Fib-4. Head-to-head comparisons between these proprietary, more complex indexes have issued mixed results not allowing for any universal recommendation for preferential use between them.

Combinations of these scores have been attempted; Fibrotest and APRI were used in parallel or sequentially in three algorithms: SAFE biopsy, Leroy Algorithm, and Fibropaca. Overall, liver biopsy was indicated for discordant results and/or for exclusion of significant fibrosis when using traditional cutoff values for Fibrotest (0.48). Diagnostic performance was comparable, with AUROCs\>0.85 for all outcomes, and saved liver biopsies from 29% to 79% of cases, depending on the specific algorithm.[@b58-hmer-10-013],[@b59-hmer-10-013]

Substances directly associated with the fibrogenic process have been used alone or in combination to assess liver fibrosis. Most of them, however, remain experimental in nature and still lack widespread accessibility in clinical practice. Procollagen by-products such as N-terminal propeptide from types I and III collagen (PIMP and PIIINP) have been largely studied as markers of both inflammation and fibrosis and appear to correlate well with advanced fibrosis/cirrhosis (with 0.72 and 0.76 AUROCs, respectively).[@b60-hmer-10-013]--[@b62-hmer-10-013] YKL-40, a glycoprotein associated with extracellular matrix remodeling expressed in hepatic stellate cells, has been found to correlate well with liver fibrosis with promising diagnostic performance in cirrhosis (AUROC 0.80).[@b63-hmer-10-013],[@b64-hmer-10-013] Finally, serum concentrations of metalloproteinases and their inhibitors (matrix metalloproteinases and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases \[TIMPs\]), involved in extracellular matrix degradation, have also been correlated with advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis, but with less reliable prediction capabilities in significant fibrosis. The most validated indexes combining direct markers are enhanced liver fibrosis (ELF), combining hyaluronic acid, TIMP, and N-terminal propeptide from type II collagen (PIINP) and MP3, combining PIIINP and metalloproteinase-1 with AUROCs up to 0.81 and 0.88 for significant fibrosis and cirrhosis, respectively.[@b54-hmer-10-013],[@b65-hmer-10-013],[@b66-hmer-10-013]

Overall, diagnostic performances have been consistently better for cirrhosis prediction and exclusion across different markers and combinations, perhaps rendering several tests interchangeable. Significant fibrosis prediction, however, remains difficult. Among biomarkers, APRI with reduced cutoff, Forn's index, Fibrotest, Fibroindex, and ELF allow for significant fibrosis exclusion with negative likelihood \<0.25.

Noninvasive tests -- elastography: Where do we stand on stiffness?
------------------------------------------------------------------

Elastography refers to imaging techniques that quantify mechanical responses of tissues. Liver fibrosis alters the elastic properties of hepatic tissues, and various technologies have been developed in the past two decades to grade liver fibrosis as it correlates with tissue elastic response to deformation caused by an applied force (shear mechanical stress). Different modalities use different sources and nature of displacement wave and measure physical properties through different acquisition techniques. Currently, all elastographic techniques used to evaluate liver fibrosis measure shear-wave propagation speed and derive liver stiffness through Young's modulus.

Transient elastography is the most validated modality and the first publication for clinical use dates back to 2003. A piston produces a mechanical impulse on the skin surface generating shear waves that propagate through the liver. Shear-wave velocity is determined by a 3-MHz unidimensional ultrasound in a cylindrical area of interest with 10 mm in diameter and 40 mm in length located at varying distances from the origin point according to different probes (designed for pediatric, adult, and obese patients). Spatiotemporal propagation of the shear wave through the liver parenquima is represented graphically in an elastogram (different from the two-dimensional mapping images associated with B-mode-based ultrasound technologies).[@b67-hmer-10-013],[@b68-hmer-10-013]

Measurements where shear-wave propagation is nonlinear or untraceable are considered invalid and not interpreted. Generated mechanical waves disperse in nonviscous liquids and, therefore, TE is not applicable to patients with ascites. Internal validation criteria are largely based on variability, although a quality score based on graphical properties of the shear-wave propagation representation has been found to predict accuracy.[@b57-hmer-10-013] Diagnostic performance has been ascertained in comparison mostly to histological assessment of liver biopsy and has been consistently strongest in advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis, with sensitivity and specificity of 83% and 89%.[@b69-hmer-10-013]--[@b72-hmer-10-013] Distinguishing between absent/mild versus significant fibrosis appears to be more difficult, with sensitivity usually \<80%. Similar results were obtained in HIV/HCV-coinfected patients, as well as those who have received orthotropic liver transplants. Necroinflammation and steatosis significantly increase liver stiffness and, therefore, may overestimate liver fibrosis staging.[@b68-hmer-10-013],[@b73-hmer-10-013]

Similar to transient elastography in terms of generating shear waves through mechanical impulses to the surface of the skin, magnetic resonance elastography offers a unique opportunity to study the liver in its entirety, allowing for measurements in contexts where ultrasound-based technologies may be impractical, such as for patients with advanced obesity and very high skin-to-capsule distances. Diagnostic performances seem to be similar to those of other modalities; however, larger studies are necessary for further validation. Special equipment is required in addition to standard magnetic resonance devices, potentially hampering widespread access, particularly in resource-limited settings.[@b74-hmer-10-013],[@b75-hmer-10-013]

Acoustic Radiation Force Imaging technology is also employed for liver fibrosis staging as a source of an axial tissue exciting force. Point shear-wave propagation velocity is measured by ultrasound in a region of interest up to 8 cm deep from the skin surface, placed by the operator using B-mode ultrasound imaging. As with transient elastography, point shear-wave elastography-acoustic radiation force impulse (pSWE-ARFI) performs best in advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis (AUROCs \>0.85) and somewhat more poorly in significant fibrosis (AUROC 0.79).[@b76-hmer-10-013]--[@b79-hmer-10-013] Shear-wave speed can be measured continuously with real-time measurements in two-dimensional space and a much wider region of interest (two-dimensional shear-wave elastography \[2D-SWE\]). Also coupled with B-mode ultrasound imaging, 2D-SWE can be used in patients with ascites and has performed strongly for both significant and advanced fibrosis (AUROCs 0.95 and 0.96, respectively) and for cirrhosis (AUROC 0.97) as well as with higher diagnostic accuracy compared with TE; however, larger studies are necessary to confirm such findings.[@b48-hmer-10-013],[@b80-hmer-10-013]

Combination algorithms involving elastography (mainly TE) and biomarkers have been evaluated. The Bordeaux algorithm, using TE and Fibrotest, showed 88.3% and 94.2% accuracy in detecting significant fibrosis and cirrhosis, respectively. Similarly, associating Fibrometer and TE has accurately detected significant fibrosis and cirrhosis in 87.7% and 92.7% of patients.[@b50-hmer-10-013]

Regardless of the specific modality, liver stiffness correlates well with histological assessment of liver fibrosis and has demonstrated robust prognostic implications. Transient elastography predicted risk of death as an isolated measurement (\>9.5 kPa) and for those with positive variations over time. More than that, increasing liver stiffness was positively and continuously associated with incremental risk of death.[@b18-hmer-10-013] Furthermore, liver stiffness correlated with the risk of developing hepatic complications, namely, clinically significant portal hypertension, hepatocellular carcinoma, and hepatic decompensation. In a prospective study, liver stiffness \<21.1 kPa had 100% sensitivity for portal hypertension-related outcomes in chronic hepatitis C patients.[@b81-hmer-10-013]--[@b83-hmer-10-013]

Continued evaluation of patients who achieved SVR is a matter of debate. Most studies with relatively short follow-up intervals (usually \<3 to 5 years) show consistent reductions in liver stiffness, most likely due to reduction in necroinflammatory activity and hemodynamic changes relative to decreases in portal pressure.[@b84-hmer-10-013] However, as the post-SVR patient population continues to rise, as well as concern for unknown risks such as new development or recurrence of hepatocellular carcinoma, questions regarding prolonged follow-up and long-term risk assessment are paramount and remain unanswered.

Conclusion
==========

Noninvasive techniques for liver fibrosis staging in chronic hepatitis C have become increasingly available over the last decades. Diagnosis of significant fibrosis and distinction from mild/absent fibrosis are difficult across all test modalities ([Table 1](#t1-hmer-10-013){ref-type="table"}), including liver biopsy. Histological analysis limitations, especially observer-related variability, may have hampered diagnostic performance of comparator tests and, therefore, more objective quantification of liver fibrous tissue could provide a more reliable gold standard. Questions remain in terms of patient and technical factors interfering with diagnostic performance of different tests and possible ways to overcome them. With elastography-based tests or biomarkers, used alone or in combination, advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis are more easily identifiable ([Tables 2](#t2-hmer-10-013){ref-type="table"} and [3](#t3-hmer-10-013){ref-type="table"}) and, furthermore, they allow for risk stratification for individualized therapeutic and surveillance approaches.
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###### 

Tests capable of satisfactorily excluding/diagnosing significant fibrosis (negative and positive likelihood ratios \<0.25 and \>5.0, respectively)

  Excluding significant fibrosis                                                                     
  --------------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------------------
  APRI[@b39-hmer-10-013]                  ≤0.36                  95%               27%               0.18
  Forn's Index[@b42-hmer-10-013]          \<4.2                  94%               51%               0.12
  Fibroindex[@b43-hmer-10-013]            \<1.25                 94%               40%               0.14
  Fibrotest[@b44-hmer-10-013]             \<0.22                 89%               53%               0.21
  Fibrometer[@b45-hmer-10-013]            \<0.44                 81%               74%               0.25
  ELF[@b46-hmer-10-013]                   \<9.39                 90%               55%               0.19
                                                                                                     
  **Elastography**                                                                                   
                                                                                                     
  Fibroscan[@b47-hmer-10-013]             \<5.2 kPa              97%               35%               0.09
  2D-SWE[@b48-hmer-10-013]                \<7.1 kPa              90%               89%               0.11
  pSWE (ARFI)[@b49-hmer-10-013]           \<1.21 m/s             86%               70%               0.17
                                                                                                     
  **Combination**                                                                                    
                                                                                                     
  APRI+Fibrotest[@b44-hmer-10-013]        \<0.5 and \<0.22       88%               96%               0.12
  Fibrotest+Fibroscan[@b50-hmer-10-013]   \<0.48 and \<7.1 kPa   88%               89%               0.14
  APRI+MP3[@b44-hmer-10-013]              \<1.0 and \<0.30       88%               86                0.20
                                                                                                     
  **Diagnosing significant fibrosis**                                                                
                                                                                                     
  **Biomarkers**                          **Cut-off**            **Sensitivity**   **Specificity**   **Positive likelihood**
                                                                                                     
  APRI[@b43-hmer-10-013]                  \>0.85                 37%               95%               7.4
  FPI[@b51-hmer-10-013]                   \>0.8                  43%               94%               7.2
  Fibrotest[@b52-hmer-10-013]             \>0.48                 75%               85%               5.0
  Fibroindex[@b43-hmer-10-013]            \>2.25                 30%               97%               10.0
  Forn's Index[@b42-hmer-10-013]          \>6.9                  36%               94%               6.5
  Hepascore[@b53-hmer-10-013]             \>0.5                  63%               89%               5.7
  MP3[@b54-hmer-10-013]                   \>0.40                 35%               96%               8.75
                                                                                                     
  **Elastography**                                                                                   
                                                                                                     
  Fibroscan[@b55-hmer-10-013]             \>7.1 kPa              67%               89%               6.1
  2D-SWE[@b48-hmer-10-013]                \>7.1 kPa              90%               89%               7.2
  pSWE (ARFI)[@b56-hmer-10-013]           \>1.34 m/s             68%               93%               9.7
                                                                                                     
  **Combination**                                                                                    
                                                                                                     
  Fibrotest+Fibroscan[@b50-hmer-10-013]   \>0.48 and \>7.1 kPa   85%               97%               7.8
  APRI+Fibroscan[@b57-hmer-10-013]        \>1.5 and \>7.1 kPa    67%               89%               6.3

**Note:** Information was based on individual studies compiled; no head-to-head comparisons were made. Tests and components: APRI: AST, platelets; Forn's index: Platelets, age, GGT, Total Cholesterol; Fibroindex: Platelets, AST, gamma globulin; Fibrotest^®^: Age, Total Bilirubin, GGT, Alfa2-macroglobulin, Haptoglobin, Apolipoprotein A1; Fibrometer^®^: Gender, Prothrombin time, GGT, Urea, Alfa2-macroglobulin, hyaluronate; ELF (Enhanced Liver Fibrosis score^®^): PIIMP, TIMP-1 and Hyaluronate; Hepascore^®^: Gender, GGT, Total Bilirubin, Hyaluronate, Alfa2-macroglobulin; MP3: PIIIMP and MMP-1; FPI: Age, AST, Total Cholesterol, insulin resistance, alcohol intake.

**Abbreviations:** 2D-SWE, two-dimensional shear-wave elastography; APRI, AST to platelet ratio index; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; ELF, enhanced liver fibrosis; FPI, fibrosis probability index; GGT, gamma glutamyl transferase; MMP-1, metalloproteinase 1; PIIMP, N-terminal propeptide from type II collagen; pSWE (ARFI), point shear-wave elastography (acoustic radiation force impulse); TIMP-1, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase I.

###### 

Tests capable of satisfactorily excluding/diagnosing advanced fibrosis (negative and positive likelihood ratios \<0.25 and \>5.0, respectively)

  Excluding advanced fibrosis                                                          
  ---------------------------------- ------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------------------
  APRI[@b39-hmer-10-013]             \<1.5         87%               50%               0.26
  Hepascore[@b53-hmer-10-013]        \<0.5         88%               74%               0.16
  MP3[@b54-hmer-10-013]              \<0.40        92%               58%               0.14
                                                                                       
  **Elastography**                                                                     
                                                                                       
  Fibroscan[@b55-hmer-10-013]        \<8.0         89%               89%               0.12
  2D-SWE[@b48-hmer-10-013]           \<8.7         97%               95%               0.03
  pSWE (ARFI)[@b49-hmer-10-013]      \<1.54        97%               100%              0.03
                                                                                       
  **Diagnosing advanced fibrosis**                                                     
                                                                                       
  **Biomarkers**                     **Cut-off**   **Sensitivity**   **Specificity**   **Positive likelihood**
                                                                                       
  APRI[@b39-hmer-10-013]             \>2.0         36%               93%               5.2
  MP3[@b54-hmer-10-013]              \>0.4         58%               92%               7.25
  Pohl Index[@b85-hmer-10-013]       Positive      41%               89%               5.36
  CDS[@b86-hmer-10-013]              \>8.0         46%               91%               5.11
                                                                                       
  **Elastography**                                                                     
                                                                                       
  Fibroscan[@b55-hmer-10-013]        \>9.5         73%               91%               8.1
  2D-SWE[@b48-hmer-10-013]           \>8.7         97%               95%               19.7
  pSWE (ARFI)[@b56-hmer-10-013]      \>1.61        79%               95%               15.3

**Note:** Information based on individual studies compiled; no head-to-head comparisons were made. Tests and components: APRI: AST, platelets; Hepascore^®^: Gender, GGT, Total Bilirubin, Hyaluronate, Alfa2-macroglobulin; MP3: PIIMP and MMP-1; Pohl Index: AST/ALT, Platelets; CDS: AST/ALT, Platelets.

**Abbreviations:** 2D-SWE, two-dimensional shear-wave elastography; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; APRI, AST to platelet ratio index; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; GGT, gamma glutamyl transferase; MMP-1, metalloproteinase 1; PIIMP, N-terminal propeptide from type II collagen; pSWE (ARFI), point shear-wave elastography (acoustic radiation force impulse).

###### 

Tests capable of satisfactorily excluding/diagnosing cirrhosis (negative and positive likelihood ratios \<0.25 and \>5.0, respectively)

  Excluding cirrhosis                                                                         
  ----------------------------------------- ------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------------------
  Platelets[@b86-hmer-10-013]               \>150.000     78%               87%               0.19
  AST/ALT[@b85-hmer-10-013]                 \<1.0         77%               97%               0.22
  Age to Platelets[@b86-hmer-10-013]        \<6.0         72%               81%               0.25
  APRI[@b39-hmer-10-013]                    \<1.0         84%               72%               0.22
  Lok's index[@b87-hmer-10-013]             \<0.2         92%               50%               0.16
  ELF[@b46-hmer-10-013]                     \<9.8         97%               59%               0.05
  **Imaging**                                                                                 
  Fibroscan[@b55-hmer-10-013]               \<11.6        92%               97%               0.09
  2D-SWE[@b48-hmer-10-013]                  \<10.4        87%               97%               0.13
  pSWE (ARFI)[@b56-hmer-10-013]             \<2.00        80%               95%               0.21
                                                                                              
  **Diagnosing cirrhosis**                                                                    
                                                                                              
  **Biomarkers**                            **Cut-off**   **Sensitivity**   **Specificity**   **Positive likelihood**
                                                                                              
  Platelets[@b86-hmer-10-013]               \<140.000     78%               87%               6.0
  Age to Platelets[@b86-hmer-10-013]        \>6.0         70%               88%               5.8
  APRI[@b39-hmer-10-013]                    \>2.0         51%               94%               8.5
  Lok's index[@b87-hmer-10-013]             \>0.7         11%               98%               5.5
  Fibrotest[@b88-hmer-10-013]               \>0.75        50%               93%               5.11
  ELF[@b46-hmer-10-013]                     \>11.3        83%               97%               28.0
                                                                                              
  **Imaging**                                                                                 
                                                                                              
  US surface nodularity[@b89-hmer-10-013]   Positive      54%               95%               11.6
  Fibroscan[@b90-hmer-10-013]               \>14.6 kPa    86%               96%               21.0
  2D-SWE[@b48-hmer-10-013]                  \>10.4 kPa    88%               97%               28.0
  pSWE (ARFI)[@b56-hmer-10-013]             \>2.00        80%               95%               17.6

**Note:** Information based on individual studies compiled; no head-to-head comparisons were made. Tests and components: APRI: AST, platelets; Lok index: Platelets, AST/ALT, INR; ELF (Enhanced Liver Fibrosis score^®^): PIIMP, TIMP-1, and Hyaluronate; Fibrotest^®^: Age, Total Bilirubin, GGT, Alfa2-macroglobulin, Haptoglobin, Apolipoprotein A1.

**Abbreviations:** 2D-SWE, two-dimensional shear-wave elastography; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; APRI, AST to platelet ratio index; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; ELF, enhanced liver fibrosis; GGT, gamma glutamyl transferase; INR, international normalized ratio; PIIMP, N-terminal propeptide from type II collagen; pSWE (ARFI), point shear-wave elastography (acoustic radiation force impulse); TIMP-1, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase I; US, conventional ultrasound.
